SAFE TRAVELS

with Goats

Transportation is one of the most stressful times for
goats and producers. Being well prepared, having
a calm loading and knowing how to manage your
animals' welfare along the way is key to arriving at
your destination with minimum loss of production.

TRUCK & TRAILER REQUIREMENTS
The truck must be capable of pulling planned weight,
including the weight of the trailer, animals, feed and gear.
The trailer should have proper ventilation, with a roof or sides
that are tall enough to prevent animals from jumping over.
The trailer floor should be sturdy, with proper drainage and
good traction to keep animals from slipping.
The driver should be comfortable with driving the vehicle and
pulling a loaded trailer.

BEFORE TRAVEL DAY
Verify the trailer has enough room to haul the animals
(approx. 4.2 sq ft/animal). Plan for multiple trips if necessary.
Perform any required maintenance on the truck and trailer.
Check the brakes, tires, lights and electric wiring connections.
Obtain any required health certification or movement
documentation.
Create a checklist of animals to be loaded so you don't leave
any behind.

LOADING DAY
Provide feed and water far enough in advance that animals
can get their fill before loading.
Make sure all latches and safety chains between the truck and
trailer are fastened securely.
Check for protrusions or sharp edges on trailer walls and floor.
Re-check brakes, tires, lights and electric wiring connections.

LOADING TIME!
Keep the process as calm as possible.
Do not drag animals by their horns.
Avoid using dogs if possible.
Remove distractions that spook or unsettle your goats as
they are loading.
If possible, leave behind any late gestation, diseased or
injured animal.
Do not mix horned and hornless animals to avoid bruising.
Separate does with kids from mature bucks, and late
gestation does from other goats.
Use partitions to prevent animals from being thrown about
by reducing open floor area.

FINALLY, ON THE ROAD
Avoid traveling in severe weather.
Consider hauling animals in the morning or evening during
the summer to avoid the heat of the day, and never leave the
parked trailer out in the sun if your animals are inside.
Provide feed and water to your animals while in transit.
Carry a ramp for offloading in case of emergency.
Drive conservatively and defensively and avoid distractions.
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